We constructed a model to investigate conditions under which intraspecific competition amplifies or diminishes the selective advantage to resistance. The growth trajectories of competing individual plants were depicted by logistic difference equations that incorporated basic costs (lowered growth rate) and benefits (lowered damage) of defense. Analytical results showed that when competition is absent, resistance is favored by high damage, low cost, and slow growth rate. Competition makes selection more complex. When herbivore damage reduces the size of a susceptible plant, resistant neighbors can usurp its resources and thus suppress its regrowth. This competitive interaction amplifies the relative fitness of the resistants. Numerical simulations explored a broader range of conditions. Three factors were varied: competition mode (symmetric vs. asymmetric), resistance type (damage avoidance vs. damage reduction), and timing of attack (early, mid, or late season). We found that competition mode had drastic effects on outcomes. Under symmetric competition, increased plant density intensified the selective advantage of resistance, damage avoidance was more strongly favored than damage reduction, and resistance to late attack was more favored than to early attack. Asymmetric competition had opposite effects: selection acted against resistance at high density, damage reduction was more strongly favored, and resistance against early attack was more favored. Interestingly, the two competition modes induced opposite patterns of density-dependent selection. The difference between the symmetric and asymmetric cases is explained by the fact that resistance costs during the preattack phase are more strongly amplified by asymmetric competition. When resistance is induced, so that pre-. All rights reserved.
Herbivore attack can directly reduce plant fitness, but the magnitude of the effect can depend on the environmental context, including the competitive environment (Clay 1990; Louda et al. 1990 ). Harper (1977) noted that damaged plants can lose standing in the local size hierarchy, and as a consequence, postattack competition can compound the negative effects of damage. The interaction between "interspecific" competition and herbivory (or infection) has the potential to influence community structure (Crawley 1983; Louda et al. 1990 ); however, experimental studies have not found consistently compounding effects of herbivory and interspecific competition (Grove and Williams 1975; Bentley and Whittaker 1979; Rausher and Feeny 1980; Fowler and Rausher 1985; Parker and Salzman 1985; Cottam 1986; Cottam et al. 1986; Maschinski and Whitham 1989; Reader 1992; Steinger and Muller-Scharer 1992; McEvoy et al. 1993; Frost and Ryding 1997; Maron 1997; van der Putten and Peters 1997; Notzold et al. 1998) .
When considering the interaction of herbivory and "intraspecific" competition, however, the loss in growth and fitness caused by damage is quite frequently amplified in high-density stands (Windel and Franz 1979; Lee and Bazzaz 1980; Burdon et al. 1984; Hjälten et al. 1993; Verwijst 1993; Shabel and Peart 1994; Lively et al. 1995; Mutikainen and Walls 1995; Kelly 1996; Augner et al. 1997; Marbry and Wayne 1997) , although counterexamples have been found (Edenius et al. 1993; Karban 1993; Parmesan 2000) . The contrast between the inter-and intraspecific cases may come about because competitors of the same species have more similar resource requirements than those of different species, or, tend to be intraspecifically aggregated (Dytham and Shorrocks 1995) .
This article explores the ways in which natural selection for resistance genes will be modified when intraspecific competition compounds the negative fitness effects of damage. Individuals with resistant genotypes will benefit because they will receive less damage on average, but in addition, they will have access to resources that their damaged, susceptible neighbors are unable to exploit. Conversely, susceptible genotypes not only lose tissue to their enemies but also have the resources needed for recovery usurped by resistant neighbors. The compounding effect of competition with damage can thus amplify the selective advantage to resistance (Windel and Franz 1979; Burdon et al. 1984; Verwijst 1993; Augner et al. 1997) .
Just as intraspecific competition can amplify relative "benefits" of resistance, it may also amplify relative resistance "costs" (Coley 1987; Karban and Baldwin 1997) . Direct trade-offs between resistance to parasites and competitive ability have been demonstrated in taxonomically diverse systems (e.g., Price et al. 1986; Lenski 1988; Kraaijveld and Godfray 1997) . Theory predicts that plants allocating resources to defense will grow more slowly (Herms and Matson 1992; Zangerl and Bazzaz 1992) , as shown in some cases (but see Basey and Jenkins 1993; Niemann et al. 1995; Sagers and Coley 1995; Bergelson and Purrington 1996) . For instance, Brassica rapa lines selected by Mitchel-Olds and Bradely (1996) for resistance to fungal attack showed a 6% decrease in growth rate. Slow growth can put resistant plants at the bottom of the size hierarchy, where competition can then slow growth even further. Several experiments have shown that resistance costs are amplified by stressful conditions (Bergelson 1994) , although too few studies have been conducted to draw general conclusions (Bergelson and Purrington 1996) . A competitive cost of plant resistance can be inferred from studies that show increased defense costs under resource limitation (Vrieling and van Wijk 1994) , as well as by analogy to cases where competition amplifies the cost of herbicide resistance (Williams et al. 1995) and the intensity of inbreeding depression (Schmitt and Ehrhardt 1990) . Recently, Augner et al. (1997) investigated resistance and competition in two strains of the European birch. The unpalatable strain grew slower in the absence of competition, and this deficit was magnified when it was grown in competition with the palatable strain. In a different vein, van Dam and Baldwin (1998) showed that undefended tobacco plants are more successful competitors against defended plants then against other undefended ones.
We initiated a modeling project to explore the ways that competition between resistant and susceptible genotypes changes the direction or intensity of selection on resis-tance. Four basic questions were addressed: Are there qualitative differences in the effects of competition on selection for different resistance types, that is, for resistance factors that reduce the probability of attack ("damage avoidance") and those that reduce herbivore feeding after an attack begins ("damage reduction")? Does selection intensity on resistance change as the plant size hierarchy develops over the course of the growing season? Do different modes of competition, specifically symmetric versus asymmetric, have qualitatively different effects on resistance selection? And is the effect of competition on selection the same for constitutive resistance (resistance mechanism expressed throughout ontogeny) as it is for induced resistance (resistance mechanism expressed only if damage occurs)?
The Model
We present our model in terms of selection acting on a genotype that codes for defense structures such as secondary chemicals or leaf hairs. These defenses are assumed to impose a metabolic cost that reduces growth rate. The model can also be applied to cases in which herbivores preferentially feed on plants with high growth rate (because of their superior nutritional value), as is posited by the plant vigor hypothesis of Price (1991) .
Ecological Foundations
We modeled the fitness effects of resistance to herbivory within the framework of competitive size hierarchies (Weiner 1985; Bonan 1991; Schwinning and Weiner 1998) . The model examined the relative performance of resistant and susceptible genotypes of an annual plant species when exposed to herbivore attack at a single point in the growing season. "Resistant" and "susceptible" are used as relative terms; the former can be attacked and damaged but to a lesser extent than the latter. We assumed that plants compete for the same limiting resources before, during, and after attack. Competition intensity is proportional to the size and density of plant neighbors. As a particular focal plant grows over the course of a season, it imposes increasing suppressive effects on its neighbors. In turn, neighbors suppress the focal plant as they grow.
Under these conditions, a plant ascending to the top of the neighborhood size hierarchy early in the growing season is likely to maintain a superior position throughout. However, herbivore damage can send a plant to the bottom of the size hierarchy, putting it at a competitive disadvantage. Resistant plants get less damage and so potentially avoid this fate. The improved standing in the postattack local size hierarchy can thus amplify the basic benefits of resistance.
Competition can also amplify resistance cost. If the pro-duction of a resistance factor lowers growth rate, resistant plants will be smaller than their susceptible neighbors during the preattack period. This reduced size could make them more prone to suppression by neighbors and less able to exert a countering-acting suppressive effect. During the postattack period, slower growth in resistant plants could lead to slower recovery from whatever damage they receive.
Model Formulation
Our model of resistance and competition is based on a simple difference equation for logistic growth of plant individuals. In the absence of competitors and herbivores, plant growth is described by the equation
where M t is the biomass of the focal plant at time t, r is the maximum growth rate, and v F is a constant depicting the effects of self-limitation (Iwasa and Kubo 1997) . In metabolic terms, r relates to photosynthate production available for growth and maintenance, while v F relates to maintenance costs and self-shading. Over a sufficiently long season, plants would grow to an asymptotic size of . r/v F The effects of competition are modeled by including an additional term for the limiting effects of neighbors, such that
where is the size of neighbor N, v N represents the M N, t reduction in focal plant growth per unit biomass of the neighbor, and d N is the distance to neighbor N (so that the mean of d Ϫ1 is proportional to plant density).
Herbivory is modeled by multiplying the numerator ( ) by the factor ( ), where D t is the pro-
portion of plant biomass removed from the focal plant during interval t. For a defended plant, the damage sustained during a time interval is , where
R is the proportion reduction in damage suffered by resistant genotypes. The larger the value of R, the greater is the benefit of resistance. After damage, plants resumed growth under the same rules as during the preattack period. Thus, the higher basic growth rate of susceptibles also enhanced their regrowth (see Sun 1992) .
Allocation to defense can reduce growth rate, and so we quantify costs with the function
where c is the proportionate reduction in base growth rate per unit increase in resistance. Metabolically, this relates to the fact that photosynthate allocated to defense is not available for growth and maintenance. We assume a linear relationship between resistance level and the cost of resistance. Other models have shown that linear and nonlinear cost functions can lead to different optimal levels of defense at evolutionary equilibrium (Frank 1994 ). Since we are interested in the interaction of competition with selection on resistance within a single generation, we limit our investigation to the simple linear case.
Model Solutions
We explored shifts in the balance between resistance costs and benefits as a function of damage level and plant density. Analytical solutions could be made or approximated for some very simplified conditions. Complex situations were explored through numerical simulation.
General Simulation Structure. For the basic simulations, we developed a spatially explicit cellular automaton model. Each cell represented a site occupied by a plant (all sites occupied). The grid was populated with equal proportions of two genotypes, susceptible and resistant, randomly assigned to grid points. Assuming that plant fitness is directly proportional to final plant size, we calculated the selection intensity on resistance as Within a run, plant size was affected by deterministic factors (R, c, r, v F , d, and v N ) and random factors (neighbor genotype, the probability of discovery by herbivores, and random variation in initial size). The model was probed using a large array of parameter values (table 1). We used a simulated season of 35 time intervals, with all damage occurring during one time interval. The base growth rate used in the simulations we present is 0.3 per time interval. Increasing growth rate had the same effect as lengthening the season length, while slower rate had the same effect as a short season. Direct comparison of this growth rate to those measured for natural species (e.g., Hunt and Cornelissen 1997) is problematic because of the differences in time units (days vs. arbitrary units) and uncertainties of season length and strength of self-limitation in the natural species. The 0.3 growth rate and the 0.001 self-limitation constant yielded a realistic sigmoid growth curve that reached 95% of the asymptotic size in the 35 unit season.
The range of herbivory levels tested went from 0% to 80% of plant tissue removed, which should span most natural situations. To provide a basis for comparison when analyzing competitive effects, the competition coefficient, v N , was held equal to v F . Interplant distance was varied between runs; distances were manipulated to generate competition levels between neighbors that were as low as 1% of self-limitation in the lowest competition runs to twice the strength of self-limitation in the highest competition runs. We found that by varying the above parameter values, the model outcomes varied quantitatively but not qualitatively. Here we present representative runs.
Spatial Arrangement of Competitors. Simulated plant sites were located on a uniformly spaced hexagonal grid. Each plant competed with its six immediate neighbors. At a grid spacing of 1.0, the competitive effect of a neighbor on focal plant growth was equal to the focal plant's selflimitation. No direct competitive effects with more distant neighbors were modeled, but indirect effects emerged from the model structure. For instance, a very large plant two grid units away from the focal plant would suppress the intervening neighbor that in turn would exert only a weak suppressive effect on the focal plant. To avoid edge effects, plants along one edge were treated as neighbors of plants on the opposite edge, thus creating a virtual torus. We used grids of 324 to 1,296 cells. Introducing variance in initial plant size increased within-genotype variance, but there was no noticeable change in relative genotypic means in final size. We assume that variance in interplant distance would have the same effect.
Resistance Types. Two resistance types were considered. Damage avoidance lowered the probability of attack but not the amount of herbivore consumption if an attack occurred. Damage reduction had no effect on attack probability but curtailed herbivore consumption.
When modeling damage avoidance, we assumed that plants were encountered by herbivores with probability a. Susceptible plants were always accepted upon encounter, but resistant plants were rejected with a probability R. Once accepted, a constant proportion, C, of the biomass was consumed. Thus, the average proportion damage sustained was
R for the susceptible and resistant genotypes, respectively. In contrast, with damage reduction we assumed all plants were encountered ( ) and all encounters re-a = 1.0 sulted in attack. However, the proportion of biomass re-moved, C, was lower for resistant than susceptible plants by a factor of ( ). The mean damage for the two 1 Ϫ R genotypes under damage reduction are also given by equations (5a) and (5b), except in this case a is assumed to be constant and C variable-the reverse of the damage avoidance case. With this formulation, we could contrast the effectiveness of the two resistance types while holding mean damage levels constant. Note that damage avoidance leads to a bimodal distribution of postattack plant sizes (attacked and not attacked) within each genotype and so increased size variance. Damage reduction did not by itself change size variance.
Competition Modes. Size-symmetric and size-asymmetric competition modes (Miller and Weiner 1989; Schwinning and Weiner 1998) were considered. With symmetric competition, each neighbor exerted a suppressing effect on the focal plant in proportion to its own size, that is,
Gross competitive effects are not equal since a larger plant will have a greater effect on a smaller one than vice versa, but competition is symmetric in the sense that the effect exerted by large and small plants is the same on a per unit mass basis. Several studies (e.g., Goldberg 1987) have concluded that for some species, competitive effects are symmetric on a per unit mass basis. Others have argued that competition may frequently be unequal on a per unit mass basis (Weiner 1990; Schwinning and Weiner 1998) . For instance, when competing for light, a taller plant can cast a shadow over a shorter one, but a shorter plant casts no shadow over a taller one. We simulated asymmetry by making the competition coefficient a logistic function of the size difference between the focal and neighbor plants (Law et al. 1997 ): At high densities, asymmetric competition can lead to bimodal size distributions.
Results
Analytical solutions to the model were possible only when several restrictive assumptions were made, such as resistance comes through damage reduction and competition is symmetric. We will not report details of the analytic solutions here but rather state the two main conclusions. First, assuming a finite growing season, no competition, and exponential plant growth, resistance is more favored when costs are low, damage is high, or base growth rate is low (see Coley et al. 1985) . Under these conditions, the damaged, susceptible plants are unlikely to regrow enough to overtake the undamaged resistants before season's end, and so resistance is favored. Second, under competition, resistance tends to be favored if the size ratio of the resistants to the susceptibles is large compared to the ratio of competitive effect to self-limitation. The simulations illustrate the importance of the postattack sizes of resistants and susceptibles.
General Effect of Competition on Costs and Benefits of Resistance
We conducted extensive simulation studies to investigate selection under a variety of situations. Our most basic result is that competition can amplify both costs and benefits of resistance. Figure 1 The general effect of competition was to intensify selection on resistance ( fig. 1 ). In the absence of herbivory, where selection acts only through resistance costs, the selection intensities against the resistant genotype were Ϫ0.11 and Ϫ0.26 at low and high densities, respectively. At the highest damage level, selection favored the resistant genotype with an intensity of 0.31 at low density but of 1.01 at high density. Thus, the intensity of selection on resistance is density dependent. These simulations depict the simple case of symmetric competition and resistance through damage reduction, but they illustrate the principals at work in more complex cases.
Competition intensifies the benefits of resistance because undamaged plants can usurp resources that would otherwise go to their damaged neighbors. Compare figure  1A to 1B. At low density, the growth performance of the resistants is slightly reduced at high herbivory levels ( fig.  1A) . At high density, in contrast, the growth performance of resistant plants actually increases with damage levels (fig. 1B ). This would appear to be a case of overcompensating growth (Paige and Whitham 1987) but is in fact a case of competitive release. Intense herbivory sends susceptibles to the bottom of the size hierarchy and so relieves the less-damaged resistants from competition.
Growth curves in figure 2 illustrate how a postattack size advantage of resistant plants can be parlayed into a competitive advantage. Since plants have logistic growth, their net growth rate ( ) declines linearly with size DM/M t (M t ). Consider first what happens at low plant density, where competition is negligible. Herbivory reduces the plants from size M b (mass before attack) to a smaller size M a (mass after attack). When plants resume growth, they grow at the higher net growth rate that is specific to size M a . At some earlier point in the plant's life it was also at size M a , and its net growth rate at that earlier time was the same as during the interval after attack ( fig. 2A) . At low density the susceptible plants regrow unfettered by competition with their less-damaged resistant neighbors and so can make up for most of the damage they receive (see Oesterheld and McNaughton 1991) .
At high density, however, the postattack size advantage of resistant plants allows them to suppress their damaged susceptible neighbors. When a susceptible plant is reduced from size M b to size M a , it resumes growth but at a lower rate than it had when at size M a earlier in the season (fig.  2B ). This is because suppression by resistant plants pushes susceptibles onto a slower growth trajectory. Conversely, when damage to a susceptible neighbor releases a resistant plant from competition, the resistant plant is pushed onto a faster growth trajectory ( fig. 2B) .
The results of this section illustrate the principle that resistant plants can profit from the misfortune of their damaged neighbors (Augner et al. 1991 (Augner et al. , 1997 . The following sections show the degree of benefit depends on resistance type, competition mode, and timing of attack.
Selection on Resistance with Size-Symmetric Competition
In this section we present four results on the advantage of resistance when plants compete symmetrically. The results are as follows: resistance tends to be more strongly favored under competitive conditions; damage avoidance is generally superior to damage reduction resistance; the advantage of resistance against late-season attack is generally greater than that against early season attack; and both the intensity and direction of selection can change with the timing of attack, but generally there is positive density dependent selection for resistance. All results emerge from an interaction among the size difference between genotypes after attack, the intensity of competition during the postattack period, and the amount of time available for regrowth.
As indicated in the previous section, competition can increase both the benefits and costs of resistance. This is illustrated in figure 3 , which shows the results of two sets of 168 runs across an array of damage and density levels. In these runs herbivore attack occurred during interval 20 (of 35) when absolute growth rate was close to its highest (see fig. 2 ). Resistance level was set to and the cost R = 0.5 coefficient to (maximum growth rate of resistants c = 0.02 was 1% less than susceptibles). The white portions of the surfaces plotted in figure 3 indicate herbivory-density 0.80, R = 0.8, c = 0.16, and CV = 0. M b is the biomass before attack, and M a is the mass immediately after attack. A, Low plant density (0.01) leading to low competition. The growth after attack follows the same trajectory as before attack. B, High plant density (1.0) leading to strong competition. The size advantage of susceptibles before attack allows them to suppress resistants. After attack, resistants have the size advantage and suppress susceptibles. Therefore, the two genotypes shift growth trajectories after attack. combinations where the resistant genotype is favored ( ), whereas shaded portions indicate the susceptible I 1 0 genotype is favored ( ). The contour where selection I ! 0 changes sign (the white-shade border) is referred to as the "payback contour," that is, where benefits equal costs. Clearly in figure 3, the selective advantage or resistance increases with both herbivory level and plant density. The "twist" in the surfaces shows these two factors have multiplicative fitness effects.
At all density-damage combinations examined, selection more intensely favors the damage avoidance resistance type than the damage reduction ( fig. 3A vs. 3B) , and competition amplifies this advantage. When resistance operates through damage reduction ( fig. 3B ), all plants are reduced by herbivory. As a result, a focal plant is surrounded by individuals of similar size to itself, and so every plant experiences a similar postattack competitive environment. The more damaged susceptibles are still large enough to have a small suppressive effect on their resistant neighbors. Herbivore attack generates far greater size disparities when resistance occurs through damage avoidance ( fig. 3A ) because damage causes a strongly bimodal distribution of plant sizes. The bottom mode contains the susceptible plants that were discovered and accepted, which are then severely damaged (reduced by 30% in fig. 3 ). The upper mode contains the other plants that either go undiscovered or are rejected after discovery. All resistant plants are in the upper mode, and so more resistants win more local competitive contests; because resistance confers a large size advantage, they win by big margins. Damage avoidance thus leads to a bimodal distribution of final sizes within genotypes, while damage reduction does not (fig. 4) .
The density-dependent reversals in selection seen in figure 3 are our second result. Interestingly, densitydependent reversals are stronger for damage reduction resistance than avoidance. There is a broad range of herbivory levels that select against resistance at low density but in its favor at high densities ( fig. 3B ). Resistants and susceptibles are of similar postattack size in this damage range, and so density (d Ϫ1 , eq. [2]) is a proportionately greater determinant of competition intensity. The large postattack size disparities generated by damage avoidance resistance relegates density to a lesser role in determining competition intensity and leads to weaker density-dependent reversals in selection ( fig. 3A) .
Our third result is that late season attack is more likely to favor resistance than earlier attack. This trend is illustrated in figure 5 , which plots the payback contours from simulations where the same proportional level damage was inflicted at different time intervals in the season. The area between the X-axis and the contours represent competition-damage combinations where susceptibility is favored, while resistance is favored at combinations above the contours. For both damage avoidance and damage reduction, a lower damage level is required to tip the selective balance in favor of resistance when attack occurred late in the season. Two factors make susceptible plants better able to recover and overtake their resistant counterparts when attack is early. First, when plants are young and growing exponentially, a loss of say 30% of current mass represents a loss of the growth over only the last one or two time intervals. Second, with early attack there is still sufficient time to make up that lost growth. Resistant plants lose less, but they regrow at a slower rate because of resistance costs and so can still end the season at a smaller size. The situation was different with late attack. Net growth rate slows as a plant gets larger (fig. 2) , and so a loss of 30% current mass late in the season represents the loss of growth achieved over many time intervals. Consequently, more time is required to make up that loss, but because attack is late, less time is available. The timing effect is more pronounced for damage reduction resistance than damage avoidance because only a fraction of plants are attacked in this case.
Returning to figure 5, we point out the fourth result, that is that the timing of damage had a large effect on selection at low density and virtually no effect at high density. When plants are widely spaced, competition is low and plants can continue to grow late into the season ( fig.  2A ). This gives susceptible plants the opportunity to recover when damage is early, making resistance less favorable. The later the damage, the less recovery time, increasing the advantage to resistance. At high density, however, competition causes net growth rate to decline at a rapid rate ( fig. 2B ) so that all plants stop growing earlier in the season. This also reduces the opportunity for regrowth no matter how much time is available for recovery.
Selection on Resistance with Size-Asymmetric Competition
This section explores the effects of asymmetrical competition on selection for resistance. We assume that if a plant is larger than its neighbor, it exerts a competitive effect proportional to its size. However, if the plant is smaller Parameter levels: R = 0.50, c = 0.2, CV = 10, D = 0.30, and interplant density = 10. Attack during interval 20. A, Two resistance types under symmetric competition. Damage avoidance leads to a bimodal distribution of final sizes within the susceptible genotypes but not damage reduction. B, Two resistance types under asymmetric competition. Competition itself leads to a bimodal distribution of sizes that is little changed by damage avoidance. Damage reduction can reduce the bimodality within genotypes, but strongly increases skew. than its neighbor, it exerts no effect. Thus, a small size advantage early in the season leads to a big advantage later.
We found that asymmetric competition drastically changes patterns of selection on resistance: strong asymmetric competition tends to select against resistance; damage avoidance becomes inferior to damage reduction resistance; the advantage of resistance is greater for earlyseason attack than late-season attack; and, although the direction of selection can change with attack timing, there is a tendency for asymmetric competition to cause negative density-dependent selection on resistance.
These differences from the symmetric competition case all emerge from the fact that asymmetric competition amplifies resistance costs earlier in the growing season. When competition is symmetric, a small preattack size advantage of a susceptible plant over a slow-growing resistant neighbor leads to a small net competitive advantage: the competitive effect of the larger is countered in part by the As in the symmetric case, resistant plants can capitalize on the misfortune of their susceptible neighbors and grow larger under high damage levels than they do under low damage. Figure 6 shows the results of 22 simulation runs identical to those used in figure 1, except that the symmetric competition coefficient, v N , was replaced by its asymmetric counterpart, v asym (see eq.
[6]). At low density, the differences between the asymmetric ( fig. 6A ) and symmetric ( fig. 1A) cases were minor. However, the intense competition at high density amplifies resistance costs so much that the resistant genotype is favored only at the most extreme damage levels ( fig. 6B ).
For the most part, asymmetric competition amplifies resistance cost so greatly that selection turns against resistance at high density. Figure 7 shows selection against resistance at high densities, as revealed in two sets of 168 runs using the same parameter values as in figure 3 , except for the change in competition mode. The surface for damage avoidance ( fig. 7A ) is lower at every competitiondamage level than for damage reduction (fig. 7B ), the opposite of the symmetric case.
Resistance is more generally favored by early attack Competition is asymmetric. Parameter values as in figure 7. Selection acts against resistance in the area below each contour (i.e., at low damage levels) and in its favor in the area above it. A, Resistance achieved by damage avoidance (see text). B, Resistance achieved by damage reduction.
when competition is asymmetric ( fig. 8 ). This follows from the early amplification of costs. Only when attack occurs very early, before competition has suppressed resistant plants, will resistants gain a postattack size advantage. When attack is late, the resistants are already so suppressed that they may remain at the bottom of the postattack size hierarchy at all but the most extreme damage levels. As a result, the damage levels required to favor resistance increases with later attack. The patterns of density-dependent reversal in selection are opposite for the symmetric and asymmetric cases. Symmetric competition amplifies selection in favor of resistance ( fig. 3 ), but asymmetric amplifies selection against resistance ( fig. 7) .
Induced Resistance
It has been suggested that induced resistance should be especially favored in competitive environments (Coley 1987; Karban and Baldwin 1997) . When resistance is induced, the material costs of producing resistance factors are not paid unless attack actually occurs, (although there could be a cost for maintaining the ability to be induced). We extended the model to see if asymmetric competition favors resistance when costs are delayed until after attack. Figure 9 shows the selective surface for induced damage reduction resistance under symmetric and asymmetric competition, using the same parameter values as for figures 3B and 7B. In these runs, both genotypes grew at the same rate, r, during the preattack intervals. When attack occurred, resistance was "turned on" and remained on for the rest of the season.
With symmetric competition, there are only minor quantitative differences in selection between constitutive and induced resistance (cf. fig. 3B with fig. 9A ). In contrast, induced resistance is far more favorable than constitutive resistance under asymmetric competition ( fig. 7B vs. fig.  9B ). By eliminating preattack costs, both genotypes remain similar in size until attack. When attack occurs, even minor damage levels put resistant plants at the top of the size hierarchy, where they grow unfettered by the susceptibles.
Discussion
The model predicted that the fitness effect of resistance varies in intensity and direction with the mode and the intensity of intraspecific competition. At any given herbivory level, an increase in plant density tends to change the fitness differences between resistant and susceptible genotypes; in some cases a slight advantage to resistance is magnified at high density, while in other cases high density magnifies a disadvantage. The change in selection intensity per se is complicated by density-dependent reversals in selection direction that can occur within a given herbivory level. With moderate attack levels the resistant genotype can be inferior at low plant density but superior at high density ( fig. 3 ). In other cases there can be two reversals in the direction of selection along the density gradient ( fig. 7) . Finally, the sensitivity of selection to density depends on the timing of attack (figs. 5, 8) .
Competition mode had a particularly strong influence on the fitness effects of resistance costs and benefits. Switching from size-symmetric to size-asymmetric competition, while holding all else equal, could reverse the relative fitness of resistant and susceptible genotypes. The different effects of symmetric and asymmetric competition modes lie in the fact that the latter causes stronger size hierarchies earlier in the season than the former. The early asymmetric competition puts the slower growing resistant plants at a great size disadvantage by the time of attack. Once this strong hierarchy was established, only the highest herbivory levels and strongest resistance could reverse the relative sizes of resistants and susceptibles. More often, the early negative effects of costs did not repay the benefits of defense from herbivory.
Conventional wisdom might hold that damage early in the life history, during exponential growth, will be the most detrimental and so defense at this point in time will be more strongly favored by selection. At first glance this seems to be born out under asymmetric competition, but in this case early defense is favored simply because early attack on susceptibles is the only way for resistants to make it to the top of the size hierarchy. The conventional wisdom may be flawed because a given proportion of tissue lost during the exponential phase may be easy to replace. Later, when maintenance costs and self-shading slow the growth rate, losing that same proportion of tissue may be disastrous because of the greater time required for its replacement. Of course, if the absolute amount of tissue lost is the same, early attack may have more profound effects-a grasshopper's bite will be more detrimental to a seedling than to a tree-but only because the early damage is so much greater on a proportional basis. Finally, these results pertain to damage before reproduction begins. Postreproductive attack should have no effect on fitness, and so resistance at this point provides no benefit.
Given the diversity of outcomes seen in this simplified model, it should be no surprise that experiments testing the combined effects of competition and herbivory on plant performance have found a diversity of results. As we stated in the introduction, many experiments have revealed compounding effects of herbivory on competition between attacked and unattacked plant types. Other studies have not found such effects. Some of these "null" results may simply reflect the inherent limitations in any empirical study. Several studies that fail to show compounding effects of herbivory and competition may not have included damage or density levels sufficient to find them. The work by Karban (1993) is a case in point. In this field experiment, Karban tested for a cost to an induced resistance factor in the shrub Gossypium. Although no costs are apparent under benign growing conditions, he hypothesized that competition could intensify costs to detectable levels. He induced the defense in plants growing at two plant densities: a control where plants were left at ambient densities, and a reduced-density treatment, where conspecifics were cleared from around the focal plants. Although the data suggested that competition intensified costs, they were not statistically significant. Wisely, Karban did not conclude that defense costs are absent but rather-after performing a power analysis of the experiment-that any costs that may exist cannot be very large. It seems reasonable to think that compounded costs might have been revealed had it been possible to augment plant density to above-ambient levels.
Our results offer an explanation for a puzzling result presented by Bentley and Whittaker (1979) . They found that the effects of grazing and competition were subadditive, that is, their combined negative effects on final plant size were less than the sum of each individually (Bentley and Whittaker 1979, experiment 3) . Their experiment examined the effect of grazing by the beetle Gastrophysa on the interaction between the faster-growing, competitively superior Rumex obtusifolius and the slowergrowing Rumex crispus. Although they examined interspecific competition, the close phylogenetic relationship between the two species makes this study closely allied to our two-genotype model. In this system competition may be asymmetrical; the final biomass of R. crispus in competition with its conspecific was only 31% as great as without, whereas final biomass of R. obtusifolius was hardly affected by competition. The beetle oviposits and feeds preferentially on the faster-growing plant, and so R. obtusifolius and R. crispus correspond to the susceptible and resistant genotypes, respectively, in our model. Although one could interpret the subadditive result to mean that R. crispus is so strongly suppressed by competition that the addition of herbivory had little further effect, we suggest that the higher herbivory on the superior competitor may have opened the canopy enough to partially relieve R. crispus, the inferior competitor, from suppression. As a result, R. crispus gets a small gain through the misfortune of its neighbor, even if it is not sufficient to reverse its inferior position. Figure 7 shows such an effect is possible under asymmetric competition.
Alternative Model Assumptions
The outcome of any model is determined by its assumptions, and so some alternative assumptions and their potential effects should be considered. For instance, base parameter values (i.e., competition coefficient, resistance levels, and costs) did not vary with plant age, although that need not be true. We also assumed that plants were exposed to a single attack. Violation of either assumption would influence the standing of the two genotypes in the size hierarchy, the ability to regrow, and the time available for recovery. Further, our two extreme types of resistance, damage avoidance and damage reduction, are caricatures of attack patterns in natural populations, as is the dichotomous classification of competition as size-symmetric or size-asymmetric (Law et al. 1996; Schwinning and Weiner 1998) . However, we would argue that the model illustrates the principles by which growth rate, selflimitation, competition, damage, and costs interact to affect selection on resistance and further argue that the extreme scenarios examined here bracket the possible qualitative outcomes, except as noted below.
We assumed that the costs of resistance were manifested through reduced growth, but other sorts of costs have been noted. For instance, when multiple enemies attack a plant species, increasing the resistance to one could increase susceptibility to others (Maddox and Root 1990; Linhart 1991; Simms 1992; Hougen-Eitzman and Rausher 1994; van der Meijden 1996) . Although this presents a more complicated situation, the principles of this model should still apply. Less clear is how they would apply to a situation, such as shown by Beirie and Antonovics (1996) , where resistance costs are manifest in delayed maturation.
The model assumptions that most affect our qualitative predictions concern resource requirements. Although resource dynamics are not explicitly modeled, we make the implicit assumption that resource consumption per unit biomass is the same for both resistant and susceptible genotypes and for both damaged and undamaged individuals. Thus, there is no trade-off between resistance and basic competitive ability. Without this trade-off, we did not find frequency-dependent changes in the direction of selection. Ecological models by Holt et al. (1994) and Grover (1995) that assume such a trade-off suggest that resistant and susceptible genotypes could be maintained in a balance polymorphism through frequency-dependent selection.
A second implicit assumption is that the same resources limit growth under all conditions. However, if different resources limit growth under high density conditions than low, the negative effects of damage may not be amplified by competition. Parmesan (2000) suggested that an unusual result from a study of Colinsia torreyi could be explained if a different resource limits growth in high-density patches than in low-density ones. Her experiment compared fitness achieved by damaged and undamaged focal plants in low-and high-density plant neighborhoods; all neighbors were undamaged (cf. the Bentley and Whittaker 1979 experiment) . Competition per se caused a measurable fitness loss. Defoliation caused an additional fitness loss in the low-density neighborhoods, but surprisingly, defoliation caused no further fitness decrement in the high density neighborhoods-once suppressed by competition, plants were no longer sensitive to damage. Parmesan suggested that defoliation had no effect at high plant density because water limited growth in these neighborhoods. If soil moisture gets depleted in crowded areas, leaf photosynthetic capacity may become unused, and so loss of leaf area will have inconsequential effects on productivity. However, leaf damage has a significant fitness effect at low density, she reasoned, because there are fewer plants to consume water, and so photosynthesis stays limited by light capture. If this explanation is correct, one might expect that fitness effects of root herbivory would be magnified by competition when water is limiting, while effects of foliar herbivory are amplified when light is limiting. Therefore, our model applies to the situation where the consumed tissue is responsible for gathering the limiting resource.
Competition and the Evolutionary Dynamics of Resistance: Some Further Issues
We have presented a model that evaluates relative fitness of alternate genotypes under an array of conditions in a single generation. As such, we mimicked the types of experiments that population biologists perform on the costs and benefits of plant resistance. However, the prediction that competition induces a density-dependent component to selection suggests that the evolutionary dynamics of resistance may be more complex than indicated by some of the guiding theories of plant-herbivore interactions (e.g., Coley et al. 1985; Price 1991; Herms and Matson 1992) . Although these theories may give an indication of what happens at equilibrium, density-dependent selection can cause evolution to take complex paths to equilibrium and in some cases may prevent an equilibrium from being reached (Fryxell and Lundberg 1997; Law et al. 1997) . It is possible that as resistance spreads in a population, the carrying capacity for specialized herbivore populations will decline. This in turn could allow the plant population to expand but could also relieve selection pressure for resistance and allow susceptibility to rebound. Whether or not this results in a rebound of the herbivore populations, and the selection they impose, is not easy to predict. If herbivores themselves also evolve in response to plant resistance, the possibilities can be quite complex. Numerous factors are known to be influential in models of victim evolution and exploiter-victim coevolution. These include host range (Takasu 1998) , community interactions among herbivores (Hougen-Eitzman and Rausher 1994), genetic systems of resistance (Frank 1993 (Frank , 1994 Hochberg and van Baalen 1998) , feeding preferences (Tuomi and Augner 1993; Augner 1994) , multiple forms of resistance (Frank 1993; Hochberg 1997; Tiffen 2000) , habitat suitability (Hochberg and Holt 1995; Hochberg and van Baalen 1998) , migration (Frank 1997; Hochberg and van Baalen 1998) , and mutation (Kawecki et al. 1997) . We believe that the importance of competition mode, resistance type, and timing of attack in our study merit their attention in a fully evolutionary model framework.
